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-)out were aromptly pulled up for stragglers, and finally got away
at 3.7. ae then ran to Warncoart nd were there from 3.14 to
3.1 .3, the Lady in Inarge (alas, a;) longer Ass ?oley) having
evesything ready for us. Then on to 3irregurra, encountering
an adverse Distant and being turned into two, whe,'e we arriv .aS at
One of the disadvantages of having the :itaff Insruments
3.24.
in the Office and the frame in a high box is that sometimes the
e were nere ten
sticks hang off longer than they should.
up the a.T.S. left
picking
after
minutes taking off two cars and
outside the
instant
an
for
with "Iorman" only at 3.34, pausing
Aome signal.
This Forrest branch is 19 miles long, and although
it has no spectacular gradients there are several short lengths
of 1 in 40 and 1 in 45 where the line crosses the watershed
between the aarwon liver and the various creeks, to wit,. :tenayroyal, Matthews, and Dewings. This line was the centre of a
heated controversy when it was built in the earl/ nineties; end
when it is noticed that it leaves 3irregurra heading nearly due
ast, and presently swings round to a coarse West of South, one
is tempted to wonder whether it mightn't be true that the Insleydale line could have been extended along the lidge and served all
aowever, I am neither a surveyor nor an angry
this country!
newspaper proprietor, so I won't venture an opinion.
iot far from the Main line junction the yoeng
3arwon liver is crossed, and in 1,1. miles Yhoorel aiding is passed.
It is another 3 miles to Dean Marsh, and in that distance are
two short sharp rises. This place is one of 3ir Phomas ait's
"amputations"; it was christened "Dean's Marsh" and everyone
calls it so still except the Victorian lailways and the (.P.O.
:he 'Aation is on a curve at the top of a 1 in 1+0 rise, end the
approach must have been very expensive to build. illere is a
aoman in Charge, but in the brave days of old when this was the
jumping off place for Lorne an S.M. used to be stationed here
during the Summer months, and I myself have seen the yard full of
Mountjoy's horse-drawn coaches. It is here that the line takes
e were here 3.51 to 3.54. In
its big curve to the South West.
is the site of the Caveat
Station
the
beyond
the cutting just
,aestern Colliery Company's Siding; this concern had a narrow gauge
line of its own extending into the Otway hills, and possessed at
least one engine to run it. The loading at the Siding was done
by a chute, and it is alleged that a V.R. truck was once buried
eennyroyal l which started
rhem's was the days!
in coal here:
miles on, over a neat
2:i
only
is
about
Corner,
life as arlett's
sufficed as,
minutes
two
and
Down,
40
1
in
1p
40
little 1 in
level and
nearly
is
to
Murroon
4.1.
miles
2
he
3.59 to
used to be the
what
at
tne
but
platform,
at
straight; we didn't stop
ft is
4.3.
to
4.5.
from
took
"look-see"
ltatenouse beyond it, the

just on three miles to earwon, in which distance there is a
steep fall to Dewing's Creek, followed by a rise there from
a bout 1 in 45 on top of which is the Station. This place
was originally called Dewing's CreA, and then 3arwon Downs,
and the second word meeting with Sir tiomas' disapproval, it
became '3arwon. Here a deputation awaited us, so I had time to
notice that there is a timber mill here and a tramway, but how
far the latter now goes or how it is worked I do not .now. We
were here from 4.13 to 4.25, end had a false start.
Leaving
this Station the line falls at 1 in 43 to the --'arwon Uver, and
henceforth runs on the edge of the valley of that tiver. It is
very pretty, and as the sun was now shining everything looked
lovely. Gerangamete is just over the Aiver and we didn't stop.
lee next three eiles is a succession of short steep rises and
falls, and all curves, many of 15 chains. et the end of this
is :augher, originally called 3arwon Downs, where we never
stopped.
tien crossing the River once more we came to a eome
signal standing at "Clear" (though minus a green shade) and in
one mile were at the terminus, Forrest, at 4.16 p.m. This
place was originally Thugher. lera the eriver of the !lotor was
on hand to collect the Staff and issue a Ticket for the return
trip. 'Is A. .C. 'otor was stowed away in the dead end out of
o ur way; it was subbing for the aail otor weich had hit a
cow, I was told.
t here is quite a village at ,
i brrest, complete with
e ub, eae it is a great centre for timber and once had a couple of
tramways to the railhead worked by steam; these however no longer
exist as everything goes by 4otor :ruck, soma to go by rail from
here, but not all of it. I contacted the earetaker's Jusband, end
he took me down to the end of the lard where stood the remains
of two narrow gauge engines. one was a saddle-back, in a bad
way, and the other was worse.
i didn't have time to make a
detailed examination, but apparently everything worth pinching
had been pinched. I was told also that; the tramway bridge had
now gone.
eresently 635 had been turned and came back on to
tee lorman, and We departed hence at 4.50, I having just been
rebuked for keeping the train waiting
ilia world is full of
injestice!
"e went back in a hurry, or as much of a hurry as
the track would stand, through the beautiful evening, our only
stop being at ,ean ietrsh where one of our party made a lientninglike dash in and out of the Office, time 5.14 - 5.15.
harrying off again we passed ihoorel and presently sighted the
A rregurra Distant at "Caution", and were ushered into o.
2, the
time being 5.27.
while

5

Jere there was a bit of inspecting to be done,
had to be turned and do a spot of •. . and then pick

up the other two cars, so it was 6.4. p.m. and quite dark
before
we left. All the inspecting was over now, and all
that remained
to be done was to get to Melbourne as soon as eossi
ble.
Cur
'
rank took sandy Creek Bank in his stride and .irmytage
was but a
blur, but there was no hope of making up sufficient
lost time to
make our crossing at South Geelong.
We were on the automatic exchanger so cam down on
A.achelsea in a hurry, but alas the brakes went on and we
stopped,
also in a hurry. rhis brought out a rush of V.I.P.'s
, of whom
one l
. urmured that he knew there was a Jonah on the train:
The
crew of 361 standing in the siding came over to aid
the a. .M.
in the search for the dropped Ctaff, but young lorma
n came
running back from the engine and it transpired that
peg had been picked up U.K. but the incoming one was the outgoing
still with
them.
ehis joke cost us four minutes - 6.22 to 6.26.
Off
again, we soon passed 3uek1ey, and having breasted the
schoo
lhouse .iank
, sighted a d' ome at "Stop' but it camo green as wo
approached and we were turned into No. 2 at :-toriac, the
time
being r,.44 p.m.
fAen my shipmate came along from the points
and gave me greeting, and as he went off to the offi
ce called
back "dow was the safe working?" and I, forgetfu
l that walls
have ears, replied "air to middling", which elici
ted a roar of
protest from inside the carriages
I had intended to go up and converse -with .ho
lad,
but the call to tea came, with the result that
I saw no more,
not even o. 69 Passenger or the relief engine crew
. ':;(3 left at
7.14 p.m. and did pretty well over Pettaval and down
the bank, so
it did not seem long before we crossed the 3arwon
for
the last
time and came round the corner whore the 4ueen
scliff line eomes
in.
ho Nome for the gates and the Distant below were
both
green, so just easing up at south Geelong to 'llaa
ge
stave
s with
.. :a/ly we passed sa.7ely through all the hand
wored gates and
slid through the Tuanel to Geelong, where we staye
d just one
minute - 7.45 to 7.46 - to drop our local
passengers.
The light in the train was so bad that it wasn
't
possible to take many notes, and I do not know
how
the
chef
managed to prepare such an excellent )a, but I
noticed a own
Passenger just in, 317A2 and a couple of Ps
and
and at
orth .leelong "A" a Goods was standing on ';he
Loop.
'Tien we got onto the single line again at this
place our new Driver, All Lang, set about
going places and
seeing things, but alas before we reached Litt
running into - ellow lights, and at that place le Aver we were
were stopped at
the -)eparture signal from 3.16 to 3.17.
Imre was a long own
loods in the hole here.
Alen we got away it was on a 'follow
an the next auto was again ied, so ther we
stood
3.25.
he night was clear, and these colour light from '3.22 to
signals are
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eak he put too much extra
handle pretty smartly".
trict occurred on the 31st
cted.
in industries. Pea growing
today are dairying, beef
a changing lifestyle for the
IS passed. Barwon Downs
ation leans more and more
itive lifestyle to city living.
Downs still has a General
Post Office has closed, but
will find a delightful Craft
till living in the district are

THE BIRREGURRA TO FORREST RAILWAY
The Cape Otway Forrest Railway opened on 5th June, 1891, with stations
at Whoorel, Dean's Marsh, Arlett's Corner, Murroon, Dewings Creek,
Gerangamete, Barwon Downs and Yaugher. At this time the only settlements
on the line were at Dean's Marsh and Murroon but with the railways came
population and hamlets soon sprang up, but with names that did not
necessarily match the station names, so to overcome the problem station
names were changed in 1891 to read Whoorel, Dean's Marsh, Pennyroyal,
Murroon, Barwon Downs, Gerangamete, Yaugher and Forrest. In 1904-5 the
Victorian Railways had a state-wide effort to simplify station names by
eliminating superflous letters and favouring single name stations, so the "S"
was dropped from Dean's Marsh making it Dean Marsh and the "Downs"
from Barwon Downs to become Barwon Station.
Barwon was the third most important passenger station on the line after
Dean Marsh and Forrest and was primarily a timber station. The boom years
of the line were between 1900 to 1930.
In the early part of this century a mixed train was run six days a week. In
1908 it was timetabled to leave Birregurra at 10.25 a.m. and took two hours
for the journey to Forrest. On the return trip it left Forrest at 3.40 p.m. to
arrive at Birregurra at 5.25 p.m. By 1928 the service had been reduced to
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and Saturdays, but by 1922 the Tuesday
train was reinstated and a motor tricycle carried the mail on Thursdays. In
1933 the Tuesday train was again withdrawn. The mixed trains continued in
use until 1937 but then, because of a declining number of passengers a rail car
was introduced to give an improved service six days a week. The car was a
Dodge road motor vehicle mounted on railway profile wheels. Because it was
painted in black and yellow stripes it was known as the "Tiger". It was kept at
Birregurra in a garage sited at right angles to the carriage dock road and a
small turntable enabled it to be run out of the garage and swung onto the
railway. It connected to the Melbourne to Warrnambool passenger train in
the late morning and ran to Forrest in 50 minutes thus reducing the time
considerably. It remained in Forrest all afternoon before returning to
Birregurra to connect with the Melbourne evening passenger train. The
"Tiger" was withdrawn in April 1952, when the passenger service was
discontinued.
The end finally came for the Forrest railway on 4th March, 1957.

SUMMARY OF STATION NAME CHANGES
BARWON DOWNS
Barwon opened as Dewing's Creek on 5th June, 1891, renamed Barwon
Downs by October, 1891, renamed Barwon in 1904-05. Closed 4th March,
1957.
Yaugher opened as Barwon Downs on 5th June, 1891, renamed Yaugher by
October, 1891, closed 1952.
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The railway bridge over the Barwon River, near Forrest. Normally only a small
stream at this spot, the river became a torrent
following the release of water from the new lake in the Otways.

FLOOD
A ND FIRE
N engineer's lot, like that of W. S. Gilbert's policeman,
is not a happy one, for, every now and again, something quite abnormal crops up to undo his work.
For the bridge engineer, flood and fire are two factors which
cause trouble. Neither is predictable with certainty, and
an element of risk is always present.
When designing a railway bridge over a river or creek,
the engineer studies carefully the impact of the stream upon
the bridge structure, and then builds a bridge which will
withstand all likely flooding. But the vagaries of the
weather can, and sometimes do, bring about conditions with
which no reasonable amount of planning or foresight can
be expected to cope.
For instance, phenomenally heavy rainfall in the Otways
caused a huge landslide which, in turn, became a barrier
to the flood waters and created a new lake banking up millions of gallons of water. Later, the barrier gave way and the
released water rushed down to the Barwon River, flooding
the surrounding countryside. The railway bridge was in the
way, but it withstood the rush of water remarkably well.
All that was necessary to make good the damage was to
pack more earth against the abutments and repair the track
at the approaches.
Fires, like floods, are unpredictable in their devastating
onrushes. They start or are started by a variety of causes.
The fire spreads and, finding a railway bridge in its path,
promptly does its utmost to destroy it. The Smythe's
Creek Viaduct on the Linton line was just such a bridge.
It has recently been rebuilt after being burnt out.
In all such cases, the bridge engineer must act speedily
to inspect the bridge and to repair or replace a damaged
structure so that rail services can be restored.

A

Inspecting the damaged approaches to the Barwon River
bridge, where the flood waters had washed away the ballast
and slewed the track out of position.

After the flood waters had subsided. Large quantities of
earth were washed away from the bridge abutments during
the flood.

6

The Victorian Railways News Letter

Burnt timber and twisted rails (above) show the damage,
caused by fire, to Smythe's Creek viaduct. This resulted
in the temporary suspension of the Ballarat-Linton rail motor
service. At right and below are photographs of the work of
rebuilding the viaduct.
Photographs: V. R. Moll.
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1 W.T.T. 17/57
. 1
Office of Chief Treffic Manager,
Room 73, tIphone.1803:
, 29th snuary, 1957.
•
t
BIRREGURRA-PORREST

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

5-7

CL SURE

OF

LINE

FOR

TRAFFIC

On and ofter Mondey 4th Merch, 1957)the sine from Birreto Forrest Will be closed for All traffic end -he following trains
be cencelled;
DOWN
12. 5Pm (11°6

Birregurre - Forrest Goods-Mondey.

UP
3.30pm (No

) Forrest - Birregurra Goods,-Mondny.

The lest dry of operation of the ebove acrvice will
be Mondry 25th Eebrunry, 1957.
1,11 concerned to note, emend W.T.T. 10/55 pogo 4
•
and South Western W.T.T. pege 97.

Western

P.R. COLLIER,
Chief Traffic Meneger.
Per:/6.
-
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Railway Line Closed

The railway line which was opened on
June 5th, 1891 between Birregurra and Fo1-rest (cost £96,000) was closed on March
4th, 1957 because of the decline in goods
traffic.
Some years previously passenger
traffic on the line had been discontinued
because of lack of patronage.
D uring the period of its operation until
the rise in popularity of motor travel, this
line carried all the passengers for the holiday resorts of Lorne and Apollo Bay.
As a result of the closing of the line all
of the goods traffic — timber and farm produce — had to be carried by road.
This has entailed considerable expenditure
on the Birregurra-Forrest road to. recon-•
struct it to carry the heavy loads. In the
last two years up to June 1964 £65,000 has
been spent on reconstruction, mainly in the
Barwon Downs area, and additional work is
i n progress including a new bridge over the
- Barwon at Birregurra.
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Transcript of names of votors from FORREST.
Information from - Dr Dawn PEEL, COLAC.
Typed by Dorothy Garrett. Apollo Bay Historical Society.
NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

BARTLETT, Henry C.
BIRD, John.
BIRD, John Jnr.

FORREST
FORREST
FORREST

FARMER
HOP GARDENER
LABOURER

CROSSLEY, Clarence
CURTIS, Thos.

FORREST
FORREST

LABOURER
LABOURER

FLETCHER, Chas.
FLETCHER, John J.
FLETCHER, William.

FORREST
FORREST
FORREST

FARMER
FARMER
FARMER

GALE, Wm.T.
GII,BERT, Thomas.

FORREST
FORREST

GRAZIER
LABOURER

HENDERSON, John.
HENNIGAN, James.
HENNIGAN, Thos. Jnr.

FORREST
FORREST
FORREST

LABOURER
SELECTOR
FARMER

JAMES, Alfred.
JAMES, Charles.
JONES, Ernest 0.

FORREST
FORREST
FORREST

FARMER
LABOURER
LABOURER

NEWCOMBE, George.
NEWCOMBE.

FORREST
FORREST

LABOURER
FARMER

PENGILLEY, Thomas.
PENMAN, Thomas.
PORTEOUS, John A.

FORREST
FORREST
FORREST

HOTELKEEPER
STOREMAN
FARMER

ROBERTSON, Arthur J.

FORREST

ENGINE DRIVER

SANDERSON, Andrew.
SCHRAM, John

FORREST
FORREST

SAWYER
FARMER

WEIR, Joseph.
WITNISK, Frank.

FORREST
FORREST

LABOURER
LABOURER

WOODMAN, Richard.

FORREST

LABOURER
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Ken Widdowson
From:

Stormo [stormo@dodo.com.au]

Sent:

Monday, 11 September 2006 7:38 AM

To:

Ken VViddowson

Subject: Re: Emailing: Railway House Dawn Mills

Hi Ken,
The railway house at Forrest was built in 1890 or 1891 for a member of the track gang to live in. It
would have been placed on the railway reserve and not over the fence on Bartlett's property. There
was no operating staff appointed to Forrest until several years later as the line was initially run by a
Travelling Station Master from Birregun-a.
My feeling is that the house was only ever occupied by track staff and the 'station master'(when he
arrived) was a porter who camped somewhere else. The wife of the track repairer was the station
caretaker, and this was usual Railways practice. Although at Forrest there was no Caretaker
appointed until at least 1900 or so because, one, postal business was then at Pengilly's and, two, the
Railways felt that all railway business could be conducted by the TSM on the trains. The Forrest line
was run on a shoe string and the Railways put in as little money and resources as they could get
away with.
Eventually the Railways came to an arrangement with the Post Office for the Caretaker to run postal
business and this occurred through to when the Railways appointed a porter at Forrest, who then did
the postal business. This was not unusual as the Post Office used schools, railway stations and farm
houses for its rural business outlets for many years. I presume the Post Office went to Frizons in
1943 because the Railways were short staffed owing to the war and moved the porter somewhere
else and did not want the nuisance of postal business. The same thing happened on the Beech Forest
line at the same time when the Railways gave away carting the mails by motor trolley.
I do not have a full list ofthe house occupants but do have an entry for 1928. It shows that track
repairer Edgar Eagles was occupying the house, so the porter had to be living somewhere else at that
time. These porters were usually young, single blokes starting their careers so they had no wife and
kids in tow. The last railway occupant ofthe house at the time the line closed was Len Angus, who
was a track repairer.
I suggest you word the caption for the plaque to say something that the building was the station
caretaker's house.
In regard to timber tramway lengths, there was approximately 150 kms oftram in the East Otways
from 1854 to 1948, and 80 lans in the West Otways from 1902 to 1948.
Henry's big tunnel was 440 metres long and the little one 30 metres.
Cheers,
Norman

Original Message
From:"Ken VViddowson" <kenw©pipeline.com.au>
To:"stormo@dodo.com.au" <stormo©dodo.com.au>
Subject: Emailing: Railway House Dawn Mills
Date: 07/09/2006 15:39
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The Birregurra to Forrest Line
Norman Houghton
I ntroduction
The Birregurra to Forrest railway ofabout
20 miles (32Icm) in length was opened
on 5 June 1891 to serve the valley of the
Barwon River to the south ofBirregurra.
This was an agricultural and timber
producing area. As well, the Forrest
station became the railhead for coastal
,..S•
49, _
sts.'
traffic to Apollo Bay.
The main stations on the line at Grades and curves diagram, Birregurra to Forrest.
Barwon and Forrest possessed elaborate
layouts for timber tramways that hauled
in the timber from the Ranges. The
Forrest railway was worked at different
times by train sets from Beeac, Geelong
and Colac and whose trains were mixed
ones. The was a train a day Up and Down
the line most times to 1932 when the
service was trimmed to four days a week
In 1937 the service was altered to a rail
motor and a separate goods train service.
The rail motor ran daily and the goods
three days a week. The rail motor ran
until 1952 when it was axed due to poor
patronage. The line remained viable for
goodsloadings until 1957 when declining
traffic led to its closure.
Birregurra station in its heyday as a major junction with high level signal box:
L

L

528

BO

40 40

SOO

40

40

Or

0
, Itaboy..LAy

Birregurra -83/
1
2miles, 389 ft
(134.4 km,118 m)
The station at Birregurra opened on 13
March 1877 as part ofthe line extension
from Geelong to Colac. The original
facilities comprised a 90 m passenger
platform, brick station office, carriage
dock, crossing loop, goods loop with
goods shed and a sheep loader. An
additional goods siding and goods

platform extension, a cattle loader and a
cool store in timber on the platform all
came in the period 1886 to 1889. Engine
requirements were met by a water supply
that was laid in to a large elevated holding
tank.The station was protected by home
signals and initially the facing points were
secured by hand locking bars. The Train
Staff and Ticket system of safeworldng

was adopted on line opening.
Birregurra was the centre of a
rich agricultural and pastoral zone
and developed its own railway traffic
patterns in livestock, cereals, hay, root
crops,chaff,fruit and dairy products.The
place also became the railhead for the
upper Barwon Valley and Apollo Bay and
evolved into a regional service centre.The
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station boomed during its initial phase
with major seasonal loadings as well
as passengers for the holiday resorts of
Apollo Bay and Lorne. A coaching trade
for these passengers was set up almost as
soon as the station opened.
Birregurra was formerly a wheat
growing area but this crop had almost
died out because of bugs and smut by
the time the railway arrived and oats
was substituted. The railway saved the
Birregurra flour mill because it enabled
owner J. Bird to bring in wheat from
elsewhere. This arrangement worked
satisfactorily for a year or two but
collapsed in 1881 and the mill closed. The
reason for this was that Bird wanted to onforward some of his wheat to the Colac
flour-mill but the VR vetoed the use ofits
trucks for this purpose, possibly due to
the freight charge arrangements entered
into to bring the wheat to Birregurra in
the first place. The oats harvest filled the
breach left by wheat and any remaining
slack was compensated for by the chaff
trade. Oats and chaff accounted for
hundreds of tons of outwards loading
each year. Bird's flour-mill was later
converted to process fruit and rabbits so
the rail freight was not permanently lost.
Another major consignor at this period
was J. Eller who tinned butter and cheese
for the export market to India and Britain.
Eller sent out about 20 tons of product
annually.
The sheep traffic was vigorous and
continuousfrom opening day. Movement
ofcattle was less so but by the 1890s this
was on the increase. In time Birregurra
became a major stock selling centre with
three yards conducted by Geelong and
Colac agents. Stock came in by rail for
the sales and stock went out by rail to
the buyers' destinations.
In 1889 construction of the railway
to Forrest commenced at the Melbourne
end of the yard. The junction was built
as a simple turnout from the main line,
with the points facing Colac. An approach
siding and turntable was installed offthe
branch for use by Forrest line engines.
The Forrest railway opened for business
on 5 June 1891 and to cater for the
new movements the hand locks on the
facing points in the Birregurra yard were
replaced with mechanical interlocking
to cover the three home arrival signals.
Birregurra became the controlling
station for the new line and managed the
Staff and Ticket safeworking. The loco

2
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and train set for the Forrest line mixed
train was not based at Birregurra but
originally came from Geelong,then Beeac
and then from Geelong again, so twice
a day there were these train movements
and shunting to and fro.
Between 1897 and 1916 the track and
safeworking arrangements at Birregurra
were altered from time to time to cope
with the increasing traffic and train
working on the main line and branch
line. In 1897 an eight-lever signal frame
was installed. The frame was placed in
the station building and possibly at this
time a timber annexe with view windows
was attached to the front of the station
building so as to allow the signalman clear
sight ofthe yard and station approaches.
This is confirmed by the rules applicable
to Birregurra from 1898 stating that a
train entering the station was to use the
platform road. Should an incoming train
be admitted to the crossing loop when
there was a standing train at the platform
there was a complicated procedure
requiring the presence of a signal man
at the lever frame and a points man
equipped with a red/green lamp at the
points. Both persons were to be in direct
sight of each other.
Electric staff instruments were
installed and made operative on 29
March 1900. A staff exchange box was
brought into use on 1 February 1908,
in all likelihood for the Forrest line. The
passenger platform was extended to 120

VMRS Prototype Modellers Forum 2013

Passenger Platform

Birregurra station tlayouts at various times

m in 1912. By this time there were four
departmental residences provided in
addition to the Station Master's quarters
in the main station building.
The cool store on the platform was
sold for removal in 1913,probably because
it was redundant given the then almost
exclusive local arrangements for cream
handling between farm and the new
Birregurra butter factory.
A major revamp ofthe yard occurred
in 1916. The original turntable and its
approach road were removed and a longer
one of53 ft installed on an altered carriage
dock road. Other works at the same time
included an additional siding between
Nos. 2 and 4 roads, dead end extensions
put on No.4road,the Forrest linejunction
points made a scissors crossover to an
extended No. 2 road and a two storey
signal box, with 43 working levers,
provided on the passenger platform at
the Melbourne end. The box was on the

The Birregurra to Forrest Line

a decline due to road motor pick-ups.
The butter factories at Birregurra and
Apollo Bay dispatched their outputs by
rail intermittently and each year sent
out thousands of boxes of butter. The
butter boxes were high value, high rate
consignments and though a box weighed
just 13 kg something like 1600 could be
packed into one truck so were a good
earner for the VR.
The livestock trade sent out or took
in a total of somewhere between 150
to 280 trucks year in and year out. The
loads were mostly sheep and cattle but
View ofthe first turntable site at the Birregurra to Forrest linejunction.This 50ft turntable
did include horses and pigs.
was sited in the vee of the junction of the main line and the Forrest branch
Birregurra had a high inwards
component, due to the town and local
area population and range ofbusinesses.
Annual inwards loadings started at a few
hundred tons and rose incrementally
to over 5000 tons by the mid-1920s. A
sampling of the loading manifests in
the 1920s and 1930s shows the traffic
to comprise bagged stock feed such as
bran, pollard, wheat and oats, hay, chaff,
fertilizer, briquettes, tar, fire wood,
fencing wire,sawn timber,charcoal,lime,
salt and bagged foodstuffs such as sugar,
flour and potatoes.
Outwards traffic was consistently
In 1937 the Tiger rail motor was introduced in order to offer a better service to passengers the same most times and involved peas,
on the Forrest line.The Mixed trains were abolished at this time.The Tiger ran daily. The barley,straw,chaff; hay,eggs, mushrooms,
berries, rabbits, swedes, potatoes, rye
vehicle was housed in a garage on the carriage dock road.
grass seed and wool. In the late 1930s
site of the earlier cool store. The revised
The dairy trade was a big user of fish boxes from Lorne were loaded at
signaling and interlocking arrangements Birregurra rail. Cream can loadings Birregurra as the road over the Ranges
came into use on 14 August 1916. The were a constant feature of inwards was then an all-weather one.
Another component of loading
place was raised to Station Master grade and outwards traffic for many years.
to reflect the expanded role.
The dairy factory at Deans Marsh, through Birregurra was the transfer
Rail was Birregurra's prime transport established 1893, received portion ofits trade to and from the Forrest line. This
mode and patronage of rail showed a cream from Birregurra farmers,so cans short haul traffic included cream for the
remarkable consistency over the years. were conveyed from Birregurra along Birregurra butter factory,livestock for the
Passenger loadings built up to 2500 the Forrest railway. This lasted to 1913 sale yards,fire wood and building timbers
annual journeys by the end ofthe 1880s, when a new factory was established in for local households and businesses,horse
climbed to 8000 or so by 1900 and then Birregurra and the plant at Deans Marsh feeds,fruits, vegetables and eggs.
A full staff was needed to run the
jumped to the 12 000 mark in 1908 and closed, thereby causing the cream can
station
and this comprised a Station
traffic
from
here it hovered for years. The peak year
the Barwon Valley to travel
Master,
assistant station master, porter
direction.
Cream
also
was 1921 with 13,994 journeys. Football in the opposite
repair gang. Staff were also
and
a
track
came
in
from
Irrewarra,
Beeac,
Pirron
trains organized by the district league
required
to
work the Forrest line as a
Yallock
and
Panmure
stations
by
the
rail
to Saturday football matches, home and
away, generated a substantial passenger truckload,sometimes up to nine trucks Travelling Station Master, van man and
loading in the 1920s. These trains to per week. There were also about 50 cans train crew(although the latter came from
Birregurra away games booked up to per day conveyed to Birregurra on the either Beeac,Geelong or Colac depending
120 passengers per trip. By the late 1920s main line passenger trains from stations on the era). Station Masters at Birregurra
general passenger loadings were in a slow along the Warrnambool railway. On have included Messrs O'Connor,Mason,J.
decline and dropped to a little under 9000 average in the 1920s and 1930s during Orr, J. Stephenson,A.Capell,J. Carpenter,
in 1929 before the Depression and motor the flush season there were around 200 C.Hall, A. Chittock,Jenkins, J. O'Meara,
car use gutted the numbers. By 1932 the cream cans received at the Birregurra J. Johnstone, E. O'Keefe, H Ransom,
J Ginane, J. Britain, M. Higgins, F.
tally was less than 4000 but it held after station every working day.
this to the early 1950s at around 3000
Cream was strong business until Hausser, J. Davidson, A. Landry, F.
journeys.
the late 1930s when the trade went into
VMRS Prototype Modellers Forum 2013
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Lloyd, A. Neal, R. Rowley, R. Kelly and
P. Fletcher. Higgins served in the role
as the longest incumbent for 15 years
from 1933 to 1948.
Forrest line staff based at Birregurra
have included the following Travelling
Station Masters: J. Sussems, J. Hosking,
J. Clarke, E. Fitzgibbon, F. Bawden and
A. Rook as well as Vanmen F. Wilks, W
Morse and S. Wardley.
On 8 February 1937 the Forrest line
mixed train was abolished and its place
was put an ordinary goods train and a
new passenger service that was operated
by a Dodge sedan car on railway wheels.
The sedan was classed as 73 RM (Rail
Motor) and painted with brilliant
chrome yellow and black stripes as a
safety measure. It came to be known as
the Tiger. The Dodge was garaged offthe
carriage dock road and was scheduled
to run a daily service, connecting with
the morning train from Melbourne. The
goods train was now worked by a Colac
loco and crew and it ran on two or three
days a week.
The Tiger ceased running in 1952 so it
no longer contributed to passenger loads.
The Forrest line was closed on 4 March
1957.The track arrangementsfor this line,
including the turnout,carriage dock road
and turntable road,stayed intact for some
years until the dismantling trains ran along
the line in early 1961.These features were
then abolished on 13 December, 1961.The
associated mast and ground disc signals
and points were removed at the same time.
Consignors on the Forrest line who
now lacked a train service were advised by
the VR to load at Birregurra. This mostly
involved timber,potatoes and pea loadings.
A six ton derrick crane with electric drive
had been installed at the Melbourne end
ofthe goods shed in 1955 in anticipation
of handling the timber traffic from the
Forrest line. This timber was road trucked
from Forrest and Barwon Downs sawmills
who were sending to Melbourne. Other
timber traffic comprised pulpwood
billets from Forrest and Apollo Bay at the
rate of about 70 tons a week. This new
traffic gave loadings a boost and annual
tonnages climbed to around 4000.Inwards
loading also climbed in the early 1960s
due to railings of superphosphate and
other materials. Stock loadings dropped
from this period and steadily diminished
hereafter.

A major rationalization of the yard
was undertaken in 1968. The interlocking
was abolished on 14 May 1968,all signals
removed except for the home signals
at each end of the station (which were
plunger locked),a staffexchange box was
installed and the crossing loop extended
at the west end to 638 metres. The signal
box was demolished at this time.
The station remained viable in a
business sense as it passengerjourneys for
this year stood at 2106, outwards goods
at 3662 tons, inwards for 3604 tons and
stock loadings at 55 trucks. In 1971 the
derrick crane was replaced with a more
solid overhead gantry crane, electrically
powered,to handle timber loadingsfrom
a new sawmill at Birregurra. However,
business performance at the station began
to deteriorate soon after this period. The
adoption ofRegional Freight Centres by
the VR spelt the demise of the smalls
traffic. The place was not big enough to
remain open for less than wagon loads
and this traffic transferred to the Colac
Freight Centre, which opened on 2 May
1977. Birregurra freight movements were
now performed via the Colac station and
road truck deliveries. The goods platform,
then in poor repair, was removed at this
time. Wagon-load traffic continued for
a short while longer, until about 1981,
when it ceased following transport
deregulation.
On 27 June 1978 Birregurra was
fitted with 'non- interlocked electric
staff without a train' safeworking and
this enabled the station to be switched
out when there were no train crossings
scheduled there. The station staff were
withdrawn on 19 December 1978 and
the place reduced to No-one in Charge
status. The timber portions ofthe Station
Master quarters attached to the main
brick building were demolished in 1979.
The last two departmental houses were
previously removed in 1970. The station
was officially closed in November 1981
and all rail business directed through
an agent in a main street business. The

passenger platform remained available
for passenger set down and pick-up on
the trains that passed through.
The place was rarely used for train
crosses after 1978 and in consequence
the sidings were idle most of the time.
These tracks were pulled up in 1985 when
Birregurra was `straight-lined',leaving just
the main line passing by the platform,and
the signals removed.The gantry crane was
sold for removal 1987 and the goods shed
dismantled a little while later.
The main station building had various
non-rail uses for a time until falling into
disrepair. Local agitation and interest
in the building led to owner VicTrack
providing funds for repairs in 1995 and
rehabilitation of the platform in 1999.
The station was then leased to the Geelong
and South Western Rail Heritage Society
as its headquarters and remains so at the
time of writing.
Whoorel- 871
/
4 miles,407 ft (139.6
km,124 m)
This station opened with the railway on 5
June 1891 and was named after the local
parish. Facilities comprised a gatehouse,
a 60 m length passenger platform with
office,a loop siding with a clear length of
170 m fronting a ramped goods platform.
The loop was secured with hand locking
bars until replaced with stafflocks on 10
August, 1898.
When the line was opened each
station from Whoorel to Forrest was
provided with a portable building to
act as a station office and every railway
crossing had a gatehouse attached. In
time the gated crossings were replaced
by cattle pits but the houses remained
and were occupied by track repair gang
staff. The station offices were removed in
1897, except for Deans Marsh, because
they were being used by 'tramps'(the
word of the day)for camping and were
being vandalized. One of the reasons
the offices were not used by the VR was
that the line was unstaffed, except for
Deans Marsh, and all rail business was

W HO() EL
r

Station Building

Passenger Platform
To Forrest
From Melbourne

Goods Platform

Yard diagram, Whoorel
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handled by the Travelling Station Master
on each train run along the line. Locals at
those stations that did have a reasonable
level of business were annoyed with the
removals as there was no shelter for
waiting travellers and nowhere to put
light goods out of the rain but the VR
did not budge. Tin shelter sheds were
later placed at the stations but only after
strong representations by local rail users.
The Whoorel locality was (and is)
entirely rural and traffic was mostly
outwards loading ofcream,wool,cereals,
oats, chaff, sheaf hay and straw to the
order of a few hundred tons each year
most times, although there was bumper
traffic in cereals between 1913 to 1916
and 1929 to 1931.
Inwards loadings were farm supplies,
stock feeds, fencing materials and
fertilisers. Annual passenger journeys
were around the 100 mark.The passenger
platform was reduced in length to 31 m
in 1938 following the introduction ofthe
Tiger passenger car service.
Whoorel is relatively close to
Birregurra so with improvements in
roads in the 1930s much local traffic
was diverted there because ofthe better
train service. By 1940 there was very little
loading offering at Whoorel. The station
was closed to all traffic on 30 June 1952.
Dean Marsh - 903
/
4mi1es 514 ft (146
km; 157 m)
This station opened for passenger and
goods traffic at the end ofNovember 1889
as soon as the rails first reached there,
The line building contractor began public
services using the company rolling stock.
There was some urgency in this as the
holiday season was upon them and Lorne
tourist interests wanted customers.
The station formally opened on 5
June 1891 under the name Deans Marsh,
which was changed to Dean Marsh on 9
May 1904.
Deans Marsh was an established
township when the railway arrived,
with 150 inhabitants served by a hotel,
butcher, general store, draper, fruiterer,
blacksmith,school,hall and church.The
new station wassome distance to the west
of the township, being sited on a curve
on a hill and in a mammoth cutting. The
reason for this was the need for fill for
the massive approaches to the bridge at
Pennyroyal Creek so the construction
engineer picked the side of the hill to
excavate. The actual plan for the station

Whoorel station

View of the line between Whoreel and Dean Marsh in the early 1950s.

involved the line entering it via a main
road overpass and siting the passenger
platform on the west side. However
the plans changed when locals and
Lorne interests objected to the platform
placement and wanted it on the east, or
town side, of the line. The hole cut out
ofthe hill for the platform was now not
needed but another hole had to be cut
on the other side for the repositioned

platform. The overpass idea was now
found to be impractical so the spoil
already taken to form the embankment
was removed and it, together with the
rest of the spoil from the now gigantic
hole in the hill, was taken to the bridge
site at Pennyroyal Creek.
The station originally comprised a
60 m length passenger platform with
office and shelter, and a loop siding of
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170 ms with a goods shed and platform.
The siding points were secured by hand
locking bars until replaced with staff
locks on 18 August, 1898. There was
a gatehouse provided near the road
crossing. As traffic developed a six-ton
derrick crane was installed and a dead end
spur was added to the loop for stabling
passenger cars used for the Lorne tourist
trade. These cars were stored over the
weekend. The same trade led to the
opening ofRefreshment Rooms in 1894.
The Lorne trade became the main
determinant of the timetable on the
Forrest line so Deans Marsh received
favourable treatment in the tourist
season. Trains were run six times weekly
in summer and it was convenient for
tourists travelling from Geelong and
Birregurra to get to Deans Marsh and
return. In winter when there were no
tourists the train service was restricted
to three or four days a week and travellers
on the Forrest line found they had clumsy
non-existent connections
or
with the main line trains at Birregurra,
resulting in them being unable to travel
to Colac and return on the same day. As
well the winter timetable had the Forrest
train on a tighter turnaround and this
gave consignors less time to load or
unload trucks at those stations beyond
Dean Marsh. These were sore points for
years for those living along the line past
Dean Marsh.
The station was not staffed at first but
when the Lorne holiday traffic picked up
from the mid-1890s a porter was placed
in charge over the summer months.
This arrangement seems to have gone
on until about 1914, maybe longer, when
a Caretaker was put in charge. The first
Caretaker discernable in the sources was
Miss Grace Walter who was appointed in
1924 and went on to hold this post until
the station closed in 1957. It was said
of Miss Walter that she could handle all
of the paperwork and bustle associated
with any of the loadings, in and out,
whether it was gravel, peas, timber or
superphosphate. She, her mother and
her sisters ran the Refreshment Rooms
from start to finish. The Rooms had a
solid reputation for its tea and scones.
There were no safeworking
requirements at Dean Marsh for many
years as there was only ever one train
on the line most times. However, in the
early years of the line the return train
from Forrest on the summer timetable

6

Deans Marsh station in 1901.The return Mixed from Forrest arrives at the platform in the
late afternoon. Note the very large Goods Shed on the right.The shed was used for the
Lorne transfer trade, which was heavy in the summer months.

View from the platform at Dean Marsh, circa 1920. Note the Refreshment Room
sign. The rooms operated from 1894 to 1924. They were needed for the Lorne
transfer trade.

Mixed train for Forrest passing through Dean Marsh
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sometimes ran in two divisions, bringing
the goods loading to Dean Marsh from
along the line and doing the shunting
en-route. This load was stabled at Dean
Marsh and the loco returned to Forrest
light and came back on the timetabled
schedule with the local passenger car
and van. This was to ensure the train
departed Dean Marsh on time with
the extra Lorne car or cars attached to
make the Melbourne train connection
at Birregurra.
The first formal safeworking
arrangement occurred on 16 June, 1917
when Dean Marsh was made a temporary
Train Staff and Ticket station for works
trains and specials only. The train staff
sections were Birregurra to Dean Marsh
and Dean Marsh to Forrest. Similar
arrangements were made in 1918, 1921
and 1926 for works trains.
Passenger traffic for Dean Marsh
was the second highest of any station on
the Forrest line, averaging around 1800
journeys from 1900 to 1930. Some years
had almost 4000 journeys. This was due
to the Lorne transfer trade which,in high
summer,was a scene ofhectic activity at
the station when the trains arrived. Those
who remember say that train arrival time
was a swirlingjumble of movements with
passengers getting off the train, taking
refreshments and milling around the
coaches prior to being allocated a seat.
Local entrepreneur Mountjoy developed
coaching capacity for the trade and would
meet the train with up to seven horse
drawn coaches to convey travellers over
the Range to Lorne.
Goods traffic was a wide variety of
inwards consignments for households,
farms and merchants at Deans Marsh
and for Lorne as well. There was a robust
cream traffic from 1893 to 1913 when
there was a butter factory at Deans Marsh
and cans came from Birregurra in one
direction and Murroon in the other.
Bricks and building materials for Lorne's
showcase tourist facilities all went via
Deans Marsh rail to the 1930s. There
were large consignments of gravel for
road making in the 1920s and 1930s and
construction supplies for the water supply
channel to Geelong in 1930.
Outwards loading was coal from
Benwerrin, cream, hay, chaff, fruit and
timber. Fire wood and split timbers
were regular consignments contributing
around 1000 tons per year.
Overall traffic began a downturn in
the early 1920s following improvements

in district roads and the road to Lorne.
Tourists could now board a motor bus
in Geelong or Winchelsea and be taken
direct to Lorne on the Ocean Road,
bypassing the circuitous rail route via
Birregurra. Mountjoy's coaches ceased
running in 1923 and were replaced with
a road motor service. The transfer trade
was now in terminal decline and this was
shown by reduced custom through the
station and the refreshment rooms. The
Rooms closed in 1926. The opening of
the full length Great Ocean Road in 1932
and the completion of an all-weather
road from Deans Marsh to Lorne in
1934 effectively ended what little was left
of the Dean Marsh rail transfer trade.
Henceforward almost all passenger traffic
was local. A fall-offin goods loadings also
reflected this change to the point where
the crane was removed in 1930 owing
to lack of use.
The timber traffic had a come-back
from the mid-1930s following the opening
of fresh logging sites at Benwerrin that
was made possible by the new roads.
The six ton crane was returned in 1936
and re-installed for the timber loading.
The timber traffic peaked from 1936 to
1945 when an average annual loading
of 3000 tons was experienced. In 1949
Mackie's mill was erected in the station
yard area on the dead end spur, which
was lengthened to accommodate the
additional traffic. The mill dispatched
most ofits outputs by rail until 1951 but
only used part rail after this until it burnt
down in 1954. The crane was removed
in 1955.
A snapshot of outwards traffic in
1936 shows the following consignments
- fire wood, sawn timber, cream cans,
rabbit crates, fish boxes, potatoes, peas,
tomatoes, sheaf hay, baled straw and
chaff. Inwards traffic comprised fertilizer,
concrete pipes, cement, bricks, wire
netting, flour, pollard, bran and sugar.
The new road to Lorne created the fish
traffic in 1935 and enabled Lorne fish to
be dispatched speedily by rail through
Dean Marsh.However in the next year the
fish was loaded at Birregurra where there
was a better train service to Melbourne.
The pea trade came on strong from the
1930s and there was a certain level of
loading for a while but in the end the
pea growers switched to faster and more
convenient road transport to cart this
perishable crop to Melbourne processors.
Passenger travel was made more
comfortable and speedier in 1937 when

the Tiger rail car was introduced. The car
required less platform space than the train
so the passenger platform was cut back
in length to 37.5 m in 1938. One other
change consequent to the Tiger service
was in safeworlcing where Dean Marsh
was created a Telephone Block Post so
that on those days when the goods train
also ran the Tiger driver could signal
line clear to Birregurra, where the goods
waited to follow on.
The major loadings in the 1940s
and into the 1950s were timber and
agricultural produce. The timber traffic
drifted down to extinction throughout
1950 and 1951 due to various reasons,
with the major one being the fact that
the line was closed on separate occasions
for weeks or months on end due to flood
damage.Passenger loadings were likewise
affected. The Tiger was withdrawn in
1952. Loading figures for 1952 show that
Dean Marsh handled 511 tons outwards
and 154 tons inwards and there was no
improvement in later years.
Dean Marsh station closed with the
line on 4 March 1957.
Great Western Colliery Siding - 147
km; 159 m
This siding was the connection point for
the 13 km broad gauge route to the Great
Western Coal Mining Co at Benwerrin.
When coal was first discovered here in
1897 a company was formed using Colac
capital,so there was great local interest in
this business. The first coal extracted was
carted by road to the Dean Marsh station
but this was a stop-gap measure until
an iron railed tramway was laid down
from this siding to the mine. The siding
comprised a single turnout with a short
dead-end safety spur and secured with
a staff lock. This was made operative on
9 January 1902.
The tramway was worked by a former
VR steam loco of the 2-4-0 WT C class
leased by the coal company.The loco was
driven from Melbourne to Dean Marsh in
early April 1902 and then steamed onto
the tramway where its first task was to
assist in the completion of the line to
the mine before being employed on
coal haulage. The loco was subsequently
damaged from two runaways on the
steeply graded line and then wrecked by a
boiler explosion so another engine ofthe
same type was secured as a replacement.
The working arrangement was that
empty trucks would be slip shunted into
the siding by the Forrest train and taken
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to the mine by the company loco and
PENNYROYAL
the loaded trucks left at the siding for
Station BuildIng
the return Forrest train to pick up. The
Passenger Platform
very first test truck ofcoal was delivered
to the VR siding on 20 October 1902 From
and the first regular shipment made on
Goods Platform
24 October 1902. This load was four
by 10 ton truckloads for Beeac, Colac,
Camperdown and Terang. The monthly
loadings were about 500 tons for a regular Pennyroyal yard diagram.
market in Colac and Western District
The peak was reached in July 1903 with
MURROON
1092 tons before slipping away to under
Station Building
Passenger Platform
300 tons by October and ceasing soon
after when the company fell into financial
From Melbour
difficulties. The operation formally
Cattle Race
closed in November,1903 and went into
Goods Platform
& Yard
liquidation next month.
The VR seized the company's railway
assets to settle debts and also repossessed Murroon yard diagram.
the locomotive. The rails were lifted
in June 1905 and dispatched via Dean
Marsh for use elsewhere. The mine later
reopened but used road transport direct
to Dean Marsh station so the tramway
was not rebuilt.
Pennyroyal - 93 miles, 530 ft (149.6
km;160 m)
This station opened with the line on 5
June 1891 as Arletts Corner but was soon
changed to Penny Royal and in 1892 to
Pennyroyal, after a local creek name.
Pennyroyal was entirely rural. The station
consisted ofa 60 m platform with shelter
and a goodsloop with a ramped platform.
The loop was secured by hand locking
bars until replaced with staff locks on
10 August 1898. A gate house was also
placed here.
Passenger traffic was light at 350 to
650 journeys per year to the late 1920s
and then tailed off to less than 150 for
most times afterwards.
Outwards loading totalled up to
about 1000 annual tons in the early years,
primarily split timbers and fire wood,and
then settled at 600 to 800 tons per year
mostly for apples, berries,honey,cream,
peas, potatoes, swedes, chaff, hay and
straw. The wood trade lasted until the
late 1920s to the annoyance ofthe Shire
Council and farmers near the railway
station as the wagons cut up the approach
road.Inwards loading was stock feed and
fertiliser to the order of about 200 tons
annually.
The passenger platform was reduced
in length to 31 m in 1938 following the
introduction of the Tiger. There was
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Murroon Station in the early 1950s. Note the cattle race on the left background. Murroon
was the premier livestock loader on the line..
very little traffic after 1945 when total
annual loadings were less than 50 tons.
The station closed with the line in 1957.

The loop was secured with hand
locking bars until replaced with staff
locks on 10 August 1898. A newcomer to
the area in 1896 described the passenger
Muroon - 95Y2mi1es,487 ft (153.7
facility as'a mound ofdirt with a tin shed
km; 148 m)
out and surrounded by rabbit crates'. The
The station opened with the line on 5 June contractor who built the line abandoned
1891 and was named after the local parish. two locos and some trucks at Murroon
The area had been settled from the early and these were parked at the very end of
1880s and was an established farming the cattle siding through the 1890s. The
district with a wine saloon, creamery, local children found them to be great
school, general store and blacksmith.
playthings.
Railway facilities consisted of a
General loading from this station was
gatehouse, a 60 m passenger platform fruit, cream, rabbits, peas and potatoes.
and shelter, a goods loop of 170 m and a The cream can traffic was not large here,
long dead end siding serving a cattle yard being about 30 to 40 cans a month in the
and loading race.
flush season. Livestock loading was about
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100 trucks a year of cattle and sheep.
The largest consignment was fire wood
and sawn timber that came from farm
clearings and off the ranges to the south
along Wickham Track In addition,local
storekeeper Tom Rolland built a small
sawmill in the railway yard in the 1890s
and cut here for about 15 years. The mills
in the ranges worked to 1938. Annual
tonnages railed at Murroon were around
1200 to 1700 tons in the early years before
dipping for a while and coming back
more than 2000 tons in the mid-1920s
and carrying on at around 1000 to 1500
tons into the 1930s.
Inwards loadings were the usualfarm
supplies, stock feeds and fertilisers. At
times there were one-off consignments
of pipes for water schemes and gravel
and pipes for road works.
Passenger traffic at Murroon was
about 600 journeys for most years to
1920 and then a reduction to 500 or so
and further restrictions as time went by
to 250 by the mid-1930s. The passenger
platform was shortened to 15 m in 1938.
Farmers loading or unloading bags
and bales had to do so from their carts or
wagons placed alongside the rail trucks.
This was most unsatisfactory, especially
for heavy bags ofpotatoes or oats, owing
to the differing floor levels of the two
vehicles when lined up side by side and
the need to lift the bags over the gunwales
of the rail truck. Representations were
made in the 1920s for a proper goods
platform. The VR responded in 1928
when it agreed to supply the materials
so long as the farmers built the platform
themselves, which they did.
Traffic remained at reasonable levels
until about 1940 and then went into
decline. The timber trade was almost
finished and farmers now owned or
had access to motor trucks to cart their
produce out of Murroon. By 1950 there
was not much left to load and only a
handful ofpassengers boarded the Tiger.
The station remained open to the end
and closed with the line in 1957.
Barwon - 983Amiles 510 ft (158.9
km; 155 m)
This station opened on 5 June 1891
as Dewings Creek, which is a local
geographical feature, but was soon
changed to Barwon Downs, the name
ofthe settlement. In 1904 the name was
shortened to Barwon. The settlement
of Barwon Downs predated the railway

B,6\ WON
Hoyden Bros.
Trestle
1940-1971
Mockle
Crone/
Goods Platform

Trestle 1897 -1939

Hayden Bros.

To Forrest
From Melbourne

Passenger Platform
Station Building

Barwon yard diagram.

by several years and was a local service Above and below. Remains of trestle
centre for farmers. It eventually possessed bridges. Many of the bridges on the line
two general stores, butcher shop, school were dismantled after closure by the VR to
salvage the timbers for re-use elswhere.
and two churches.
Some
11 bridges were sold to farmers and
Railway facilities consisted of a
these
remained
intact.
gatehouse, a 60 m passenger platform
and shelter, a 170 m goods loop and a
ramped platform. The loop was secured
with hand locking bars until replaced with
stafflocks on 10 August 1898. A six-ton
crane for timber loading was installed
in 1898 after sawmills began operating
in the ranges to the south.
Inwards loading to the order of
400 to 600 annual tons was farm and
household supplies, sawmill supplies,
horse and animal feed,barley,salt,sugar,
flour and building materials. Occasional
bursts ofbulk loading such as road stone
were received in the 1920s and 1930s at
around 2000 tons each time. One rare
inwards consignment in 1936 was water
for Hayden's sawmills steam engines
during a time of short supply. This was
trucked from Birregurra.
Outwards general loading was
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root crops such as turnips, swedes and
potatoes, fruit (apples, walnuts and
berries), peas, cream, wool and rabbits.
Barwon was primarily a timber
station. Its timber traffic was the second
heaviest on the line (and in the Shire as
well) with the station regularly handling
in excess of 5000 tons a year from 1904
to 1930, with some years approaching
9000 tons. The timber was brought to
the station over timber tramways that
were first built in 1897 and worked to
1944. These tramways belonged to two
companies and at their longest extent ran
to Mount Cowley,17 kms out. They were
variously worked by horses,a steam loco
and tractors. The timber companies built
loading ramps and skids in the Barwon
yard and also erected feed sheds.
Passenger loadings were the third
ranked along the line at variously
between 1500 to 2000 annual journeys
most times to the mid-1920s. This figure
notionally represents about eight persons
boarding each Birregurra bound train
through the station. Much of this travel
was due to sawmill workers as the milling
companies between them employed, or
contracted, in excess of 100 men. The
Depression throttled passenger loadings
for a number of years so that by 1935
the station experienced less than 800
passenger journeys.
In 1938 the passenger platform was
reduced in length to 31 metres.
Timber loadings dipped through the
1930s, sometimes being as low as 2000
annual tons or as high as 4000 tons but
less overall than the 1920s. During the
war the outwardsloadings remained firm
but slipped in the late 1940s when the
existing sawmills at Barwon Downs used
road transport for interstate or Geelong
markets. A small amount oftimber went
out by rail to Melbourne but not much
more than 1000 tons per year. The last
year for any substantial traffic was 1950
and after this the station's loadings went
into a terminal dive.
Barwon closed with the line in 1957.
After closure Hayden's sawmill continued
to use the rail yard and crane for stacking
and loading road trucks and did so to
1971.
Gerangamete - 993/4 miles, 469 ft
(160.5 km; 143 m)
This station opened with the line on
5 June 1891 and was named after the
locality. Facilities comprised a 46 m
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Barwon Station timber loading set-up. Hayden Bros,sawmillers,terminated their timber
tramway from their various mills at this point and trans-shipped the timber via the crane.
After the line closed Haydens bought the rail yard and crane and continued to use the
site as a stacking yard and loading pint for road trucks.

GERANGAMETE
Station BulldIng
Passenger Platform

To Forrest

From Melbourne
Goods Platform

Yard diagram,Gernagamete.
length passenger platform and shelter, Colac Dairying Co sought to remedy this
goods loop of 170 m and a ramped in later years and put on a road pick-up
platform.The loop was secured with hand service in 1919 and this caused cream
locking bars until replaced with stafflocks loadings at Gerangamete to decline from
on 10 August 1898.
more than 20 cans a month to less than 10.
Gerangamete was close to Bar won
Passenger traffic was modest at most
but separated by the river and marshy times,being about 200journeys a year to
swamplands so its traffic was derived the mid-1920s and then fading. Inwards
from the east side of the river only and goods loading comprised stock feeds and
therefore was not extensive. There was not fertilisers at trifling levels most times. A
much early traffic there, as the VR was sample year in this era, say 1935, tallied
not asked to build a decent approach road 14 passenger journeys, 18 outwards tons
into the station yard until 1894.
and 37 inwards tons.
The timber trade was the main user of
The passenger platform was reduced
the station, starting in the late 1890s,for in length to 17 m in 1938. The station
fire wood and posts. Tom Fletcher placed was closed on 30 June 1952.
a small sawmilling plant in the rail yard
in 1903 and cut here for about 15 years. Yaugher - 102/
1
4 miles 550 ft (164.5
Outwards loadings for timber were in the km;168 m)
order of800 to 1200 annual tons and the This station opened with the line on 5
trade had cyclic bursts from 1910 to 1911, June 1891 as Barwon Downs but was
1920 to 1921 and 1925 to 1930.
soon changed to Yaugher, after the local
Other outwards traffic was chaff,hay parish name. Yaugher was then the centre
and cream. Much of the cream went to for the upper Barwon Valley and here
Birregurra or Geelong and not to Colac was located the school and cemetery.
because of the way the train ran. The Rail facilities consisted of a gatehouse,
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a 60 m length passenger platform and
shelter,goodsloop of170 m and a ramped
platform.
A livestock loader was installed in
1925 at the request of farmers from
Gerangamete and Yeo. These farmers
were unable to use what they called 'the
neglected road to Colac'to take loads of
produce or pigs to market so volunteered
to erect a loader at Yaugher in order to
use rail even if this meant sending their
pigs to Geelong markets. This loader was
also used for cattle and sheep shipments.
Traffic was the lightest of any of the
stations on the line and was mostly cream,
apples and wood. Firewood and sleepers
were the major outwards. Regular inwards
loading comprised fertilisers, lime and
stock feeds plus occasional bursts ofroad
stone and water pipes for water schemes.
The main water pipe traffic was in 1930
when five or six trucks of iron pipes per
week were unloaded there over several
weeks.
Passenger traffic was minimal - so
much so that the guard called out"Anyone
for Yaugher?" at Birregurra in order to
know whether it was worth stopping the
train there. However, the place livened
for special trains for football matches and
sports meetings from 1927 following the
relocation ofthe Forrest sports ground to
a new site adjoining the Yaugher station.
One of the first football specials to here
from Birregurra in 1927 rated a mention
in the press regarding its make-up. It was
described as comprising a guards van at
each end and two dog box carriages in the
middle. Another football train for the finals
in 1930, again originating at Birregurra,
collected the following passengersBirregurra 121, Whoorel 6, Dean Marsh
70, Pennyroyal 23 and Gerangamete 30.
The sports and football trains to Yaugher
appear to have ceased running in the very
early 1930s.
The passenger platform was reduced
in length to 30 m in 1938 but this exercise
can hardly have been economic as there
was an average ofonly one passenger every
two and a half weeks by this time. Traffic
revived during the war when firewood and
charcoal in large quantities were loaded
from 1943 to 1945 for war time fuel needs.
A saw bench was placed in the goods yard
to cut this firewood, which was sourced
from the forests to the north and west.
After the war ended there was little
loading ofany description. The station was
closed on 30 June 1952 due to lack oftraffic.

YAUGHER
Statton BulldIng
Passenger Platform

To Forrest

From Melbourne
Cattle Rooed
& Yard

Goods Platform

Yard diagram,Yaugher

Yaugher station building.There was never much loading atYaugher but it was close to the
Forrest sports ground after 1927 so was used by sports and football trains to the early 1930s.

Forrest station with sports day train approaching, circa 1900..
Forrest - 103/
1
4mi1es,576 ft (166.2
stores, a bank and other services. Forrest
km; 177)
became the sub-regional centre for the
This was the terminus ofthe line, opened upper Barwon valley and supported a
on 5 June 1891, and originally known as population of 200 by 1925. The station
Yaugher until soon changed to Forrest, became the railhead for Barramunga,
named after Charles Forrest, the local Mount Sabine,Skenes Creek and Apollo
Member of Parliament responsible for Bay.
having the line built. Prior to 1890 there
Rail facilities were the most elaborate
on
the
line. There was a gatehouse,a four
settlement
at
Forrest
so
the
place
was no
road
layout,
a siding for a 53 ft turntable,
the
railway.
The
main
was a creation of
a
dead
end
siding
off the goods loop for
western
street developed along the
timbers,
a
60
m
passenger platform
boundary ofthe railway yard and here was split
platform. Trains
and
a
goods
situated the Terminus Hotel,two general with office
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were run as same day returns from
Birregurra so there were no watering
or coaling facilities provided. Initially,
no staff were placed at the station to
manage its business so that if goods and
parcels consigned to Forrest were not
picked up when the train was at Forrest
they were taken back to Birregurra. The
original portable station office lasted next
to no time, being removed in 1893 and
relocated to Camperdown.
The first sawmills in the district were
at Barramunga and predated the railway.
Additional mills at Barramunga and
new mills at Forrest got under way from
1891.Their sawn timbers were loaded at
Forrest but,in comparison to later Forrest
mills, these businesses were small and the
economic depression of the early 1890s
hardly encouraged the market. The first
big boost for Forrest sawmilling came in
1897 when the firms of Sanderson and
Henry arrived.
The sawmillers laid a total of six
timber tramways from the ranges to the
south and south east into the Forrest
railway yards and over them delivered
large quantities of sawn timber, piles,
split timbers, sleepers, staves and posts.
Bullock wagons also conveyed timber by
road.The sawmillers had extensive stables
ofsteam locomotives and rail tractors and
these,in their eras, all puffed or growled
into the rail yard hauling long strings of
bogie trucks bearing timber. Here the
trucks were shunted to the crane or skids
and offloaded to ramps beside the railway
siding and then loaded into the rail trucks.
The sawmill companies built store sheds,
loco sheds and service facilities in the
yard. Over the years the yard became a
jumble of timber stacks and abandoned
machinery(boilers, winches, wheels and
locos), making it the most cluttered rail
yard in the Shire.
Sawmillers and other major
consignors pressed the VR in 1897 not
only to enhance the facilities at Forrest
but put on a competent person to
manage the station. The lack of a crane
to load weighty items was preventing
the millers from seeking contracts for
heavy timbers as every stick of timber
loaded at the station was done by hand.
The VR partly agreed and installed a6 ton
derrick crane but refused to do anything
about a requested goods shed,van goods
shed or a person in charge. However, a
little later, probably 1904 or 1905,the VR
appointed what was called a Woman in
Charge. This person was the wife ofthe
12

Yard diagrams for Forrest

Postcard view of the Forrest station in about 1910

Forrest station platform and buildings. The buildings from left to right are the station
office cum Forrest Post Office, waiting room and ladies conveniences, cream shed and
van goods shed.
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View of goods yard from the platform looking north-west. Note the stacks of palings. A
timber tramway can be seen on the far side of the rail siding.There are a portable steam
engine and a boiler near the crane.

Mixed train arriving at Forrest in the early 1930s.The loco is Dd 795.

Tiger rail car at the Forrest platform.The regular driver was Harry McDonald.The VR Goods
Shed is the tin shed on the left and the wooden structure alongside is the private goods
shed for the local storekeeper.

trackman and resided in the gatehouse at
the northern end ofthe yard. The house
was now in the wrong position for the
job so in 1905 it was shifted to a new site
behind the passenger platform. Now that
the station was staffed it could become
the local Post Office under the usual
arrangements that the VR had with the
Postal Department.The missing portable
building was replaced to form the Post
Office/Station Office and a van goods
shed installed on the passenger platform.
A VR goods shed was installed in
1909 and later another private goods
shed was erected by one of the local
store-keepers. Safeworking at Forrest was
extremely simple as there was only ever
one train on the line at a time apart from
rare occasions. When the station opened
the facing points were protected with a
hand locking bar until replaced with a
stafflock on 10 August, 1898. The train
traffic on sports days from 1906 when
there could be two trains at Forrest led
to enhancements in safeworking. A home
signal was installed to regulate trains into
the station and this became operative
on 15 December 1913. At the same time
the stafflock was removed and replaced
with a plunger lock that was detected
by the signal. In addition, the points to
the Turntable Road were fitted with an
Annett lock.
Forrest became the largest traffic
generator on the line for passengers and
outwards and inwards goods. Passenger
loadings were the highest overall on
the line, running at an average of 2187
per year from 1899 to 1937, although
Dean Marsh had higher tallies for some
individual years.
The top year for Forrest was 1924
with 3935 journeys and it was still in
the order of 1500 or so ten years later. A
lot ofthe summertime traffic comprised
tourists for Apollo Bay. The Apollo Bay
coach (originally horse but later motor)
connected with the train service three
days per week until 1927 when an allweather road enabled a daily service to
be provided.
Excursion trains were run regularly
from Forrest for the Colac Show,Regatta
and sports day and these booked from
150 to 200 passengers each trip. Inwards
excursions were made for the Forrest
Sports, held each Foundation Day
weekend.The first such train from Colac
was in 1897 and it carried 500 passengers.
From 1906 and for some years afterwards
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there were two specials run, one from
Geelong and the other from Colac.
Typical scheduling for these trains was
a Colac departure at 9.10 am for a Forrest
arrival at 10.45 am:a Geelong departure
at 8.30 to arrive 11.20 am and the return
services leave Forrest for Geelong at
7.00 pm and for Colac at 7.35 pm. The
35 minutes gap was for the first train to
clear the section to Dean Marsh(made a
Temporary Block Post for the day)before
the second could follow.
The 1927 sports train started at Alvie
and picked up at all stations en-route to
deliver 700 passengers to Forrest. That
was a record and after this the numbers
went into decline and the trains petered
out soon after when motor car and bus
travel became more popular to journey to
Forrest.Sports organisers who guaranteed
trains lost money on poorly patronised
specials so shied away from them from
the late 1920s. There was also a very
occasional football train from Forrest
to Birregurra and these ran until 1937.
The main outwards loading at Forrest
was timber. It was the rationale for
the place and Forrest was the premier
timber station in the Shire by a long
way. It was bigger than the biggest on
the Beech Forest line and larger than its
neighbour at Barwon Downs. Timber
loadings at Forrest averaged 8700 tons
per year from 1899 to 1950. The highest
tonnages were dispatched from 1901 to
1912 and 1938 to 1942, with peak years
being 1905 handling nearly 15 000 tons
and 1942 totalling almost 14000 tons. The
peak in the 1940s was due in part to 1939
bushfire salvage loadings and the railing
of2ft wood to be made into charcoal for
producer gas, which was an alternative to
petrol in motor engines during war-time
shortages. The wood stacks lined the yard
in long heaps nearly two metres tall.
Such was the traffic demand that a
Porter in Charge was appointed from
1941 to 1943, with R. Kellas doing the
job for most of this period. The bubble
subsided in July 1943 and a coal shortage
led to a reduction in the train service from
this time so the Porter ran out of work
to do. He was transferred in August and
Caretaker status resumed for the station.
Simultaneously, the Post Office at the
station was closed.
Other outwards traffic was in two
parts consisting oflocal outputs and the
railhead component from Apollo Bay.

Tiger rail car at platform.The car could seat up to 16 persons.

AEC Rail motor arriving Forrest during the holiday season in about 1945. A Leyland motor
was substitued for the Tiger at holiday times such as Christmas, New Year, Australia Day
and Easter.

AEC rail motor on the Forrest turntable.
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Goods train loco shunting at Forrest in 1940.The Goods at that time originated from
Colac.

Tom Cue and Westward Ho locos at Sanderson's mill near Barramunga

1

The Tom Thumb loco employed on Henry's tramway

Outwards local traffic was cream,
potatoes, hops, fruit, wattle bark and
rabbits. From time to time bursts of
unusual loadings occurred such as in
1939 when hundreds oftons ofscrap iron
(tramway rails and mill equipment)from
bushfire burnt sawmills was dispatched
to scrap dealers in Melbourne.
Outwards railhead traffic from
Barramunga, Skenes Creek and Apollo
Bay was cream, fruit, potatoes, onions,
hay and butter. The Apollo Bay butter
factory began sending its butter to rail,
rather than by sea, as soon as an allweather road was built over the ranges
in 1927. The factory management said
of this development that'the benefits of
the metal road to Forrest are wonderful.
Butter made on Monday is delivered
in Melbourne on Tuesday and sold on
Wednesday. All butter will now go by
road to Forrest: At times individual
consignments could be up to five tons.
Apollo Bay fishermen also began sending
fish boxes to Forrest rail.
Inwards loadings were farm,
household and merchant supplies,stock
feeds,hay and chaff, bulk sugar and flour,
sawmill supplies and equipment,fencing
wire, coke for the Apollo Bay power
station and stone for road works. During
the 1930s the Country Roads Board
sent whole train loads of road stone to
Forrest every so often for its road building
programs. These consignments ranged
up to 2500 tons annually. At most times
the annual inwards loading was around
1000 tons.
Traffic patterns began to change
from the later 1920s. The new road to
Apollo Bay enabled a road coach service
to commence running to Colac and this
took away travellers from rail. The coach
ran direct and did so in a fraction ofthe
rail time from Forrest to Colac. The VR
responded to the competition in 1929 by
running a co-ordinated contract service
Colac to Apollo Bay that met the morning
train from Melbourne and picked up at
Forrest those travellers offthe Birregurra
to Forrest train.
In 1933 the metalling of the Ocean
Road was completed between Apollo Bay
and Lorne so Apollo Bay businesses and
fishermen began roading to Melbourne
and bypassed Forrest rail. A through
passenger coach service was approved
in 1935 and this also took custom from
Forrest rail. The Tiger rail car service began
running daily to Forrest on 8 February
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1937.This was a vast improvement to the
old fashioned rattler carriage on the four
or five days a week Mixed train but the
new service was now almost exclusively
a local one along the line, having little or
no bearing on the tourist trade to Lorne
and Apollo Bay. This was shown by the
fact that the Tiger accommodated 16
passengers and no more. At peak times
such as Christmas and Easter the Tiger
was replaced with a loco hauled train or
a larger rail motor. The Goods now ran
to Forrest three days a week.
After 1943 timber loadings stood at
the lower level of 6000 to 8000 annual
tons. There was market demand for
more timber but labour shortages at the
mills, various wartime difficulties and
train service interruptions saw outwards
timber traffic stagnate. After the war in
1947 two sawmills (Sharp and Henry)
were established in the rail yard, and
loaded their output direct into rail trucks
for a couple of years. The skids ofthe rip
benches at these mills were arranged to
line up with the rail truck so it was an
easy matter to slide the freshly cut boards
into the trucks.
There were rearrangements to the
station yard in 1945. The split timber
siding was pulled up, the far end

connection between No.1 Road and transport. Most Forrest timber went to
Nos.3 and 4 Roads was removed and the Geelong merchants so this short haul was
Annett lock removed from the Turntable permitted under permit conditions and
Road points. These arrangements now rail got nothing.
separated No. 1 and No.2 Road (the run
The station closed with the line on 4
around road)from the timber sidings.
March 1957.
Allloadings in to and out ofthe station
Within a month the VR arranged
continued at the usual level until 1950 and for the sale and removal of the various
then suffered a slump for various reasons. timber buildings, platforms, ramps etc
As well,flood damage to the tracks in the at Dean Marsh, Murroon, Barwon and
very wet winters of1950 and 1951 closed Forrest. However the departmental house
the line for varying periods, sometimes at Forrest was left intact as a private rental
for months on end,so consignors made property and remained so to 1963. The
other arrangements in the interim. The cement faces and coping to the Forrest
Tiger was withdrawn from 1 May 1952 passenger platform were removed in
due to very low patronage,then running 1959. The last trains along the line were
at less than 800 journeys per year from the dismantling ones in the first half of
all stations on the line and with Forrest 1961 when the rails were lifted. The
supplying half of this figure.
sleepers were sold in one mile (1.6km)
Traffic at Forrest in the year after the lots to whoever wanted them. Several
line reopened stood at 3054 outwards ofthe largest ofthe 32 bridges along the
and 423 inwards tons. These low figures line were carefully pulled apart from
persisted. Forrest sawmillers complained 1964 to 1966 to salvage the timbers for
that the infrequent service, then at one re-use elsewhere as they were relatively
train a week, meant that they had to order new constructions, being rebuilds after
trucks a week in advance and even then the floods in 1951 and 1952. Some 11
did not always get the number oftrucks bridges were left intact when sold to
they requested. Two mills regularly used farmers who used them for internalfarm
rail but only for part oftheir production access purposes.
due to rail truck shortages and the
other mills exclusively employed road

One of the features of the Forrest railway yard was its sawmill and timber
related activities. There were several sawmills well into the bush beyond
Forrest and they put down steel and iron rail tramways to bring the sawn
timber to the railhead.There were all manner ofsteam locos used on the
tramways that came into the Forrest railway yard.. Above is one of the two
former VR Rowan Car engine units owned by Sandersor he other is shown
to the right..
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